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Within the San Joaquin Valley common lung conditions such 
as; asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, bronchitis  
affect the local population. However, Valley fever, or 
coccidioidomycosis, is specifically endemic to the Central 
Valley, with majority of reports from California and Arizona. 
This fungal lung infection caused by an intake of Coccidioides 
infectious subunits causes pneumatic symptoms such as 
shortness of breath, fatigue, and chronic cough, often identical 
to other symptomatic lung conditions. Valley fever is often 
misdiagnosed as other lung diseases and the frequency of 
Valley fever occurring in patients with other pre-existing 
conditions are poorly understood. 
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Hypothesis:
Trends in immune response between Valley fever and other 
known lung diseases such as asthma, smoking derived 
COPD, allergic lung reactions, and air pollution profiles 
are identifiable  by R Program Clustering.

R Clustering data revealed similarities between the different condition 
profiles. Valley fever and wildfire profile may symptomatically be 
related due to particulate matter (PM) size. Spherule size and large 
carbon PM both render polymorphonuclear cells ineffective. 
Surprisingly, the acute infection immune profile was most similar to 
lung allergies while chronic most resembles the wildfire profile 
Overlap in diagnostic test results between Valley fever, lung allergy, 
and asthma can propose potential comorbidity. As this project 
expands, and with more published literature, these overlaps can 
provide  valuable clinical and research  insight. 

Research Question:
Are there any trends observed between the different lung 
condition profiles?
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RESULTS

● Coccidioidomycosis is symptomatically most similar with the 
wildfire pollutant profile.

● Chronic Valley fever infection most resembled wildfire  while acute 
infection most resembled the lung allergy immune profiles.

● Valley fever diagnostic tests was most overlapped with the common 
lung function tests of asthma and  lung allergy. 

● Demographics of all individuals were affected by all lung conditions 
showed strong overlap except smoking related COPD, which does 
not affect individuals less than 18 yrs old. 

Summary:


